# LikeCoin Foundation

## What do we do
LikeCoin is a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) aims to create means of easy content monetization, attribution and distribution for content creators. We are currently working on the Republic of Liker Land, which built on top of LikeCoin's blockchain technology, is a social network for readers and creators.

### (Junior) Web Developer / Data Analyst
#### Job Duties
- Implement website features on web and react-native app.
- Implement data collecting and visualisation according to analytics needs.
- Help to maintain codebase quality and documentation.

#### Requirements
- Must know javascript.
- Knowledge for modern web development, such as React, Vue, angular.
- Some basic knowledge on web framework based mobile app development, such as React native.
- Experience on Google/Facebook analytics, Elastic stack, git and docker would be a plus.

### Full Stack Developer
#### Job Duties
- Develop web and mobile app to promote use of LikeCoin ecosystem
- Develop web and blockchain API and SDK for our developer community
- Build data pipeline for daily routines and analytics

#### Qualities we like
- Develop easy to understand application to any kind of users
- Use technologies that get the job done
- Continue to improve our code quality, workflow and automation level
- Share knowledge with colleagues and public
- Be open and contribute back to open source community
- We have a very "agile styled" agile workflow without TDD

#### Requirements
- Experience with vue/react/angular web framework
- Experience with php/node.js/ruby on developing api based web service
- Know how to use git (flow)
- Experience with mobile app development is a plus
- Knowledge on aws/gcp is a plus
- Knowledge on docker/k8s is a plus
- Knowledge on elasticsearch/big query/data pipeline is a plus

Application Method
Via email to jobs@like.co.
What We Do

Monetization
By creating a blockchain-based ecosystem for media content, every LikeCoin user can earn LikeCoin tokens for their content. People can pay creators directly, and LikeCoin has a unique incentive system that rewards readers who vote for good content.

Attribution
In collaboration with Twitter, we are releasing "LikeMap", a crawlers-based solution that tracks @ mentions in tweets and tells you who is mentioning you. The information is available in the "LikeMap" section for every creator on their profile.

Distribution
LikeCoin provides creators with a publishing platform to get their content distributed, and a distribution network that uses blockchain technology to track the distribution of content. LikeCoin helps creators create value throughds distribution of their content.

Thrive to support content creators and publishers through the formation of a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO).

Use Cases
LikeCoin has been adopted to various use cases, ranging from websites on web to mobile app to media platforms. As of April 2020, the ecosystem of LikeCoin accumulated to 60,625 Likers; 223,300 content by 4,600 creators on 1,000+ media.

Liker Land
Liker Land is a better way for people and platforms to work together. It is a providing a better way for people to invest in what they love and creators to be compensated for their work. People can vote and give creators tokens based on their personal interests and爱好.

Chrome, Firefox, Brave
LikeCoin is supported by major browsers like Chrome, Firefox, and Brave. Users can easily navigate to LikeCoin's features and vote for creators' content.

WordPress
LikeCoin has been integrated with WordPress, allowing creators to get rewards for their content. Bloggers can now earn LikeCoin tokens for their posts and articles.

Matters
Matters is a platform that connects people with what they care about. It helps people find the information they need and share their knowledge. Matters is a platform that provides a comprehensive solution for social media and content distribution.

Stand News
Stand News is a pro-independence publication in Hong Kong. It is a platform that allows readers to engage with the news and express their opinions.

Hong Kong in-media
Hong Kong in-Media is an online platform that provides news and information about Hong Kong. LikeCoin helps create value through the distribution of content.

Vocus
Vocus is a tool that helps businesses and organizations track their online reputation and engagement. Vocus is a platform that helps brands and companies manage their online presence.

Medium
LikeCoin helps authors and creators get paid for their content. Medium is a platform that helps writers and creators share their stories and build their audience.